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So I need to decide on my characters. Department of Education. Once again, if these are fairly well received, I
would be happy to design more of them in the near future. Click HERE or the image below to view more
simple writing lessons. You may download them completely free of charge here. How will duck solve his
problem? The tractor could break down, the tractor is lost and duck has to find it, duck crashes the tractor, etc.
I've included these because sometimes predesigned forms are not entirely appropriate for the task at hand.
Although the screenshots you will see here have been reduced in size and somewhat in clarity, I think you'll be
able to see the main headers, subheaders, and overall design fairly well. Model this strategy using a book with
very clear components to help students understand each component. Pressley, Eds. Can I finish the story of
duck? Santa, C. Where does the story take place? You can read my post on The Homeschool Classroom ,
giving you a step-by-step approach to this. I could have asked him to start writing his story today, but that
would be another simple lesson. If your child would rather just write a list of ideas or verbally brainstorm his
thoughts without writing them, so be it. When to use it: When you want to help your student include the
important parts of a story. The original completed organizer appears on the left side of each slide, and its
customizable version appears on the right. Just let me know what you think. Each customizable organizer
displays areas shaded in blue--these are the areas that you may type what you wish. Armbruster, B. There are
3 to 4 bookmarks per sheet designed specifically for realistic fiction, historical fiction, science-fiction, fantasy,
and mystery. The beginning-middle-end format is the simplest; other more complex maps can be used with
more advanced students. Character Webs The following webs focus on the literary techniques of
characterization. Differentiate which story map to give to which students. Customizable Graphic Organizers
These organizers are customizable--you may type in the headers, subheaders, directions, and instructional
material that best suit your needs. How to teach it: 1 Prepare your materials. For example, in the "Beginning"
box of your map, write in prompts such as: Who are the main characters? Trabasso, T. Examples Language
Arts This example demonstrates how story maps are used with an Arthur story. Story Maps.


